Year 6 remote learning for 29/01/2021
Mathematics lesson:
5-a-day booklet first. Answers can be found on: https://corbettmathsprimary.com/2018/05/30/5a-day-november-answers/

Don’t forget to do your times tables test today!

Mental maths:
Use mathsbot as we normally do in class. https://mathsbot.com/starterMenu

Choose starter generator. Then choose time: 10 minutes, topic: four operations, min
difficulty: 2, max difficulty 6. Then click create starter.

You will have 10 minutes to complete the starter as we would do normally in class. Once
the time has run out, click each box to reveal the answers.

Main part of the lesson – Calculations – short division, dividing large numbers
by 2-digit numbers.
Activity: Today we will tackle dividing larger numbers by 2-digits.

1) This video recaps how to divide using larger numbers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ow5H8z51Fpo

Then have a go at the questions on the next page.

Then check your answers using a calculator.

English lesson:
Activity 1: Today is the last day of Titanium! Imagine that you have been asked to create
the front cover of the CD for the song. What would you draw? Would you write anything?
Design a front cover reflecting what you know about the song.

Spellings for the week: Test today!
Mrs. Rudd’s group
(Homophones or near

Mrs. Switzer’s group
(Common prefixes)

homophones which are often
spelt incorrectly)

aisle

impossible

isle

irregular

aloud

redo

allowed

refresh

affect

return

effect

subheading

altar

interact

alter

supermarket

cereal

superman

serial

superstar

R.E. lesson:
This term we are continuing to compare and contrast the main religions as recognised by
the National Curriculum. Last week you discussed what you already knew of the creation
story across different religions. Each week, we are going to look at a different creation
story. This week we will look at the Hindu creation story. Click on the link below and work
through the slide show.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02gj232

Can you summarise the Hindu creation story in one paragraph?

